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Abstract—Much evidence has recently been reported suggesting that reactive oxygen species (ROS) produced in mitochondria play a crucial role in the programmed senescence of organisms. In particular, it has been shown that antioxidants
addressed to mitochondria slow down the appearance of symptoms of senescence and development of senile diseases and
increase the median lifespan of various organisms from fungi to mammals. At the biochemical level, the mechanism of
action of such rechargeable antioxidants as plastoquinonyldecyltriphenyl phosphonium (SkQ1) includes, in particular, prevention of oxidation of mitochondrial cardiolipin by ROS. The hormone melatonin also exhibits a number of such effects,
and decrease in its level with age could explain the weakening of antioxidant protection upon aging. According to
Moosmann et al., there exists a natural mechanism of antioxidant protection that, like SkQ1, is localized in the internal
mitochondrial membrane and is rechargeable. It involves methionine residues in the surface regions of proteins encoded by
mitochondrial DNA. It appears that in organisms with high respiratory metabolism the genetic code in the mitochondrial
system of protein biosynthesis has changed. In these organisms (including some yeasts, insects, crustaceans, and vertebrates), the AUA codon codes for methionine rather than isoleucine, as in the case of synthesis of proteins encoded either
in the nucleus or in mitochondria of organisms with lower rates of metabolism (other yeast species, sponges, and echinoderms). Methionine quenches ROS, being converted to methionine sulfoxide, which is re-reduced to the initial methionine
by NADPH.
DOI: 10.1134/S0006297909120165
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In recent times, our journal has repeatedly reported
on the problem of programmed senescence of organisms
[1-6]. However, this field has developed so quickly and is
so promising in a practical sense that new data of great
significance appear every month.
In 2003-2007, I published a hypothetical scheme for
the main events of programmed senescence [1, 7, 8]; the
scheme postulated the key role in this process of reactive
oxygen species (ROS) generated in mitochondria.
According to this scheme (see below), the signal for
switching on the mammalian senescence program is the
decrease with age of the level of melatonin (or another
juvenile hormone) formed in pineal gland under control
of the “master biological clock”, probably localized in
suprachiasmatic nucleus of the hypothalamus and
responsible for ontogenesis [7]. The decrease in melatonin level (according to Karasek [9], reaching 7-fold
value during the period from 5- to >70-year-olds in

humans) causes an increase in ROS level because melatonin itself is an antioxidant and it serves as an inducer of
a number of antioxidant enzymes (glutathione peroxidase, both superoxide dismutases, etc.) [10, 11].
As applied to mitochondria, the increase in ROS
means increased probability of oxidation of cardiolipin
[2], which in turn results in opening of pores in the inner
mitochondrial membrane, swelling of mitochondria, rupture of the outer mitochondrial membrane, cytochrome c
release into the cytosol, and activation of apoptosis [12,
13]. The enhanced apoptosis will decrease the number of
cells in organs and tissues (decreases in their “cellularity”
[14]), thus lowering functional resources and finally causing senescence of the organism [8].
In accordance with this scheme, it has been recently
shown that melatonin eliminates the decrease in cardiolipin in mitochondria upon oxidative stress in vitro [13,
15] and upon aging in vivo [16]. However, in vitro experi-
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Ontogenetic clock
(the hypothalamic suprachiasmatic
nucleus → pineal gland system?)
↓
Lowering melatonin
(or another juvenile hormone) production
↓
[ROS] increase in mitochondria
↓
Cardiolipin oxidation
in the inner mitochondrial membrane
↓
Pore opening in the inner mitochondrial
membrane, swelling of mitochondria,
and cytochrome c release into the cytosol
↓
Apoptosis
↓
Decrease in cell content in organs
↓
Weakening of physiological functions
of the organism
Hypothetical mechanism of programmed aging of organisms

ments required very high (non-physiological) melatonin
concentrations, namely 10 µM [13] and 100 µM [15]. The
in vivo dose was about 0.1 µmol/kg per day [16].
The involvement of mitochondrial ROS in senescence was confirmed in our experiments showing that
cationic derivatives of antioxidant plastoquinones
(SkQs), selectively accumulated in mitochondria, prevent
oxidation of cardiolipin upon oxidative stress [2], lengthen the lifespan of a wide circle of eukaryotes (from fungi
to mammals) [6], and retard the development of approximately 30 typical symptoms of senescence and senile diseases [3-6, 17, 18].
The most important feature of the SkQs is the
extremely low concentrations required for their effects to
be seen: in experiments on cells this is the range of 10–1210–9 M; in the case of treatment of senile ophthalmic diseases, one drop of 2.5·10–7 M solution daily; in therapy of
heart arrhythmia, 1·10–10 mol/kg per day; in experiments
on lifespan elongation, 5·10–10-5·10–9 mol/kg per day.
This becomes understandable when it is taken into
account that the coefficient of SkQ1 accumulation on the
way from the intercellular space in vivo (or from the cell
growth medium in vitro) to the inner half-membrane
leaflet of inner mitochondrial membrane can in principle
achieve such huge values as 108 times. This effect is composed of SkQ1 accumulation (i) in the cytosol (about 10
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times, because ∆ψ value on the cell plasma membrane is
about 60 mV), (ii) in the above-mentioned layer of mitochondrial membrane (about 1000 times, because ∆ψ in
mitochondria is about 180 mV), and (iii) in any membrane (about 13,000 times because the distribution coefficient of SkQ1 in the water–octanol system is 13,000).
Another factor providing for the high efficiency of SkQ1
is its ability to return from its oxidized form to the initial
reduced (working) form. According to our data [2, 17],
SkQ1 receives electrons from the respiratory chain complex III bH heme, which in turn is reduced by NADH:
NADH → complex I → CoQ → bL → bH → SkQ1.
All the above-said allows us to conclude that SkQ1 is
an artificial rechargeable antioxidant addressed to the inner
mitochondrial membrane. In 2008, a report from
Moosmann’s group [19] appeared describing a natural
rechargeable antioxidant localized in the same membrane. It is remarkable that to achieve this, mitochondria
changed their genetic code. As shown by authors of the
cited work, proteins encoded by mitochondrial DNA in
many eukaryote species contain much more methionine
compared to their analogs encoded by nuclear DNA in
different eukaryote species. It was also found that in
species with low methionine content this amino acid is
encoded in mitochondria by a single codon (AUG), while
in methionine-rich species not only AUG but additionally AUA codon is competent in encoding methionine (in
species with low methionine content, AUA is one of three
isoleucine codons). As a rule, the AUA codon encodes
methionine instead of isoleucine in mitochondria of
species with high aerobic metabolism (vertebrates,
insects, crustaceans, and nematodes), whereas in species
with low aerobic metabolism (Echinodermata, sponges,
platyhelminthes, Cnidaria) AUA encodes isoleucine in
mitochondria just as in the case of proteins encoded by
nuclear DNA. Remarkable variety is demonstrated by
fungi. Within the Saccharomycotina group, some members (in particular, Saccharomyces cerevisiae) use AUA for
encoding methionine, while others use it to encode
isoleucine (the latter include also Schizosaccharomyces
pombe).
It is important that both isoleucines and methionines
encoded by AUA are usually located on the surface of
proteins of the inner mitochondrial membrane, and some
are turned to the membrane–water interphase, while others are in the membrane core, i.e. in its hydrophobic
region. The following example is demonstrative. The bee
Melipona bicolor 10-fold exceeds feather star Florometra
serratissima in the number of surface methionines in
mitochondrial cytochrome b (33 residues against three).
As a result, the whole bee cytochrome b molecule is in
fact covered with methionines.
According to Moosmann and his colleagues [19],
antioxidant activity of methionine gives the key to under-
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standing a similar situation. It is a unique amino acid able
to react with practically all natural ROS, including even
the relatively inert H2O2. In this case, ROS are quenched
harmlessly and methionine is converted into the stable
and harmless methionine sulfoxide (compared with the
other sulfur-containing amino acid cysteine that also
reacts with ROS but forms a highly aggressive radical1).
Besides, it is very important that methionine sulfoxide
can be regenerated to the initial methionine by reduction
with the following electron transport chain:

enhance the methionine system by increasing the amount
of methionine in mitochondrial proteins without interfering with the mitochondrial genome. However, it is not
difficult to vary the intensity of the SkQ1 effect by simply
changing its content in the food or drinking water. It is
also important that methionine is the most toxic amino
acid, and its excess in the diet results in numerous pathological consequences for the organism [23].
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